This article looks at household and individual poverty rates in Venezuela over the past seven years. For more than a year, the statement that poverty in Venezuela has increased under the government of President Hugo Chávez has appeared in scores of major newspapers, on major television and radio programs, and even in publications devoted to foreign policy. There are no data to support such statements, and in fact the available data show a decline in poverty for both individuals and households over the seven-year period: the percentage of people in poverty declined from 50 percent in the first quarter of 1999 to 43.7 percent in 2005. Further, there is no evidence to suggest any change in the methodology for measuring poverty during this period, as has been alleged in a number of reports. The article also examines briefly the impact of significant changes in non-cash benefits such as free health care, which are not taken into account in the measured poverty rate, on poor people in Venezuela. Finally, the authors look at how the mistakes in reporting on Venezuela's poverty rate were made; an appendix gives examples of mistakes in major media and foreign policy publications.
when Chávez took office." 1 A May 11, 2006 , news article in the Financial Times was headlined "Chavez opts for oil-fuelled world tour while progress slows on social issues; Challengers point to failures in housing and poverty ahead of December's elections" (3) , and questioned whether poverty has been reduced under the Chávez administration.
This article looks at the available data on poverty in Venezuela, which show a reduction in poverty since 1999, as well as related economic data. The article also briefly notes how some of the mistakes surrounding the discussion of this issue have been made. Finally, we also look at the impact of the provision of health care to the poor, which has been greatly expanded over the last few years. Table 1 shows the percentage of Venezuelan households and people living in poverty from 1997 to 2005, at half-year intervals. The household poverty rate declined sharply from 55.6 percent in the beginning of 1997, as a result of the relatively strong growth (6.4%) of that year. It continued to decline, as the economy slowed to a standstill in 1998, and reached 42.8 percent in the first half of 1999, when President Chávez took office. There was some further decline in the poverty rate to 39 percent in 2001. But in 2002 poverty began to rise, surging to a peak of 55.1 percent for the second half of 2003. This was driven overwhelmingly by the oil strike (December 2002 to February 2003 , which crippled the economy and caused a sharp downturn. Capital flight and political instability prior to the oil strike, including an unsuccessful military coup in April of 2002, also contributed to a severe recession that saw GDP (gross domestic product) decline by 28.1 percent from the fourth quarter of 2001 to the first quarter of 2003. 2 The economy then began to recover and grew very rapidly-17.9 percent in 2004, and 9.3 percent in 2005. As a result of this recovery, the poverty rate dropped to 37.9 percent for the second half of 2005, the latest data available.
POVERTY RATES: CASH INCOME
Thus if we compare the latest available data with the start of the present government, the household poverty rate fell nearly 5 percentage points-from 42.8 percent in the beginning of 1999 to 37.9 percent in the second half of 2005. The household poverty rate was thus reduced by 11.4 percent. Measuring individuals instead of households, the poverty rate decreased by 6.3 percentage points-from 50 percent of the population to 43.7 percent. That was a 12.6 percent reduction in poverty. Since the economy has continued to grow rapidly this year 814 / Weisbrot, Sandoval, and Rosnick (first quarter growth for 2006 came in at 9.4%), the poverty rate is almost certainly significantly lower today.
How then have so many people reached a different conclusion? The most common mistake has been to use the data from the first half of 2004, which were gathered in the first quarter of that year. The household poverty rate at that time was 53.1 percent, which is of course up enormously from 1999. There are several things wrong with using this measure. Most importantly, this poverty rate is measuring the impact of the oil strike and recession of 2002-2003. Poverty rates are very sensitive to expansion and downturns in the economy, so to compare 1999 with the first quarter of 2004, leaving off the subsequent recovery, is meaningless and misleading. As noted above, the Venezuelan economy grew by 17.9 percent in 2004, and by 9.3 percent in 2005. We would expect and, in fact, did see a massive reduction in poverty from an economic recovery of this magnitude. So most of the news reports and articles alleging an increase in poverty under the Chávez administration are analogous to comparing winter temperatures to spring temperatures, and concluding on that basis that there is no global warming.
Poverty Rates in Venezuela / 815 Also, since a preliminary estimate of poverty rates for 2005 (38.5%) was released in September of that year, it is not clear why anyone would have used the out-of-date numbers. The economy had by that time already grown by more than 18 percent 3 since the first quarter 2004 numbers were collected; it should therefore have been clear that the early 2004 numbers, which reflected the prior recession, were a very serious overestimate of the poverty rate.
Some articles and reports continue to rely on these out-of-date, early 2004 data, questioning the more recent data as somehow not comparable, or as not plausible. 4 There are several mistakes here. First, as noted above and on the National Statistics Institute website, the 53 percent figure is from the beginning of 2004, not the end; since the economy grew 17.9 percent over that year, that makes a very big difference. Second, according to the INE, there has been no change in the institute's methodology; and there is no evidence that it has changed. 5 The latest figure of 39.5 percent, for the second half of 2005, still measures only cash income. 6 Third, the 13. (5) notes the increase in poverty from 43 to 54 percent during Chávez's first four years in office, and then states that the government has "just changed its methodology for measuring poverty to reflect improvement in non-income criteria such as access to health services and education, which, it argued, were not reflected in past figures." 5 Elías Eljuri, INE's president, stated, "There is an opposition campaign against the INE. . . . When I reported that poverty had risen [during Chávez's first four years in office], I was their hero. Now that the economy has grown and I'm reporting that poverty has dropped, I've suddenly become a liar" (quoted in 6). 6 The INE also has alternative measures of poverty other than the poverty rate used here, such as the HDI for Venezuela (based on the HDI methodology of the U.N. Development Program), the Unsatisfied Basic Needs method (advanced by the U.N. Economic Commission for Latin America), and the Social Well-being Index (Índice be Bienestar Social), all of which attempt to incorporate poverty-related factors other than cash income. 7 We are comparing February 2004 with February 2006 because the data are not seasonally adjusted. In Venezuela, as in developing countries generally, the unemployment rate does not have the same meaning as it does in high-income countries, in that many people who are severely underemployed are counted as employed. Nonetheless, this change in the unemployment rate is significant. find a much steeper reduction in the poverty rate. During this period, the percentage of households living in poverty fell from 41.2 percent for the first half of 2003 to 22.5 percent for the second half of 2005 (7). This is a drop of 18.7 percentage points, or a 45.4 percent reduction in the number of households living below the poverty line.
So there is no economic reason to question the decline in the poverty rate that occurred from the beginning of 2004 to the end of 2005 in Venezuela. The amount of poverty reduction that occurred is also consistent with econometric estimates of the elasticity of poverty rates with respect to economic growth (e.g., 8).
NON-CASH INCOME
As noted above, the reduction in poverty since 1999 measures only cash income. This, however, does not really capture the changes in the living standards of poor people in Venezuela, since there have been major changes in non-cash benefits and services in the last few years. To take an analogy from the other direction, imagine that in the United States, the Medicaid and Food Stamp programs were abolished. This would have an enormous impact on the poor population of the United States, even though their cash income would have remained the same.
In Venezuela, since 2003 a series of programs have been established to provide health care for the poor, subsidized food, as well as increased access to education. For example, an estimated 14.5 million people, or 54 percent of the population, now receive free health care through the Barrio Adentro program (9) . An estimated 40 to 47 percent of the population (around 10.7 to 12.5 million people) buys subsidized food through the Mercal program, at discounts averaging 41 to 44 percent (10). A May 2006 report by Datanalisis (11) , a survey research firm associated with the opposition in Venezuela, found that Mercal represented a 47.3 percent share of total sales in the food distribution market in March 2006, compared with 34.7 percent in October 2005. 8 Access to free health care is a major improvement in the lives of the poor, and one that does not show up in the standard measure of poverty. It is not possible to adjust the poverty rate in a way that fully accounts for this change. For example, we could estimate the value of the health services provided free to the poor and add that to their income. However, the value of these services is so large relative to the poverty threshold that this method would move the vast majority of poor people over the poverty line.
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Another way to incorporate the value of health care services to poor people is to take an estimate of what they would be spending out-of-pocket on health care if it were not provided by the government. This method vastly understates the value of these services to the poor, since in the absence of government provision many poor people simply go without needed health care, and therefore their out-of-pocket spending does not represent their actual health care needs.
Nonetheless it is worth looking at this estimate of the value of health care services to the poor. There are no recent data available specifically for Venezuela, but based on expenditure surveys of poor people in other middle-income countries (12) (13) (14) , we can take as an estimate that the poor in Venezuela would spend about 5 percent of their income on health care. Table 2 shows the impact of these health care benefits on poverty if we take into account the money that people below the poverty line would spend on health care in the absence of the government's provision of health care. A range of estimates is provided, based on expenditures of 4 to 6 percent of income. As can be seen, the present poverty rate would be reduced from 37.9 percent to between 36.2 and 35.3 percent; the mid-range value would be 35.8 percent.
It is important to emphasize that this estimate of the effects of health care spending on the poor does not really measure the benefits that they derive from free health care. It is only estimating the money that they would otherwise spend on health care and adjusting the poverty rate accordingly. But poor people would often do without health care if it were not provided by the government, and therefore suffer from worse health, lower income, and lower life expectancy. So the value of these health care services is much greater than the amount that they would have spent out-of-pocket in the absence of the government programs.
Finally, the government has steadily increased overall social spending from 8.2 percent of GDP in 1998 to 11.2 percent of GDP in 2005 (15) and is expected to 818 / Weisbrot, Sandoval, and Rosnick (16) . On education, for example, real government spending per capita increased by 80 percent from 1998 to 2005, with public spending on education at more than 4 percent of GDP annually during this period. Through the main literacy program, known as "Misión Robinson," an estimated 1.4 million people (or more than 5 percent of the total population) of different ages have learned how to write and read (9) . These programs have also benefited the poor, again in ways that are not reflected or feasibly incorporated into the measured poverty rate.
In conclusion, there is no ambiguity as to the decline in poverty in Venezuela over the past seven years, even if we look only at cash income. Reports to the contrary, although numerous, are simply in error.
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APPENDIX
The following is a sample of statements appearing in major media or foreign policy journals that deny and/or misrepresent the decline in poverty that has taken place in Venezuela under the present government. This list goes back to October 2005 because a preliminary estimate of the poverty rate for 2005 (38.5%) was released in September of that year. Also, by that time, the economy had already grown more than 18 percent since the early 2004 numbers were collected; it should therefore have been clear that the early 2004 numbers were a serious overestimate of the current poverty rate. 9 In one area-poverty-the government is adamant that it scores top marks. But there are doubts over the reliability of official data.
Early last year, Venezuela's National Statistics Institute said 53 percent of the population lived in poverty at the end of 2004, 9.2 points higher than in early 1999, at the start of the Chavez government.
Irked by the numbers, the president ordered a change in INE's "methodology." Shortly after, it announced that, in mid-2005, only 39.5 percent of people lived in poverty-a 14.5 point "improvement" in a few months. The new wave of populists is led by Chavez, who's been using the recent windfall in oil revenues to expand government and solidify his hold on power. But even while $100 million in oil money pours into Venezuela every day ($60 million of that from those terrible gringos north of the Rio Grande), the poverty rate has risen above 50 percent. If I were advising Bush, I would tell him to send some spin doctors to the press center, and expose Chavez as a sham who-according to Venezuela's own National Institute of Statistics-has increased poverty by 11 percent during his first five years, despite enjoying the biggest oil boom in Venezuela's history. How interesting! Just a few months after Venezuela's official statistics institute reported that poverty had increased by 11 percent since President Hugo Chavez took office in 1999, the same institution is now reporting-after a public scolding by the president-that poverty has suddenly plummeted to pre-1999 levels. . . . My conclusion: If Venezuela's INE is right, and wants to maintain its reputation of unbiased economic reporting, it should accept some adult supervision and open its books to independent economists, like most governments do.
Otherwise, I will have to conclude that it is following Cuba's example, and has begun publishing its own happy figures, which nobody can independently corroborate. Miracles may exist, but most of us find it hard to believe in them. The INE, you may recall, said that poverty in Venezuela rose from 43 percent to 53 percent between 1999 and December 2004. Subsequently, Chavez lashed out against the INE, saying that it reflected the international "neoliberal" standards of measuring poverty, which according to him were not suitable for a "socialist" country such as Venezuela.
Others Agree
But now, other international organizations-including the United Nations and the World Bank-are painting a similar picture of Venezuela's social involution.
As strange as it sounds, they say poverty is rising in Venezuela despite the fact that world oil prices have soared from $8 a barrel when Chavez took office in 1999 to about $62 a barrel today.
Los Angeles Times, column by contributing editor Sergio Munoz, "The Santa of the Tropics," March 5, 2006:
After seven years as president of Venezuela, Hugo Chavez's brand of populism has produced social catastrophe and economic disaster for Venezuelans, including the poor he champions.
Despite hundreds of billions of dollars in oil revenue-$49 billion last year alone-and social spending that includes free medical services, the country's poor are poorer, schools have not improved and the general standard of living has declined, according to a recent United Nations Human Development Report.
Associated Press Worldstream, news report by Marcel Honore, "More Than 1,000 Attend Opposition Unity Rally Ahead of Congressional Elections," October 15, 2005: Critics accuse Chavez of becoming increasingly authoritarian and dangerously dividing this South American nation of 26 million along class lines. They say his left-leaning policies have increased poverty in the world's fifth-largest oil exporter.
